# Common Consonant Digraphs Word Lists

**words with “sh”**
- sh
c
d
- she
- shock
- shower
- gush
- crash

- shack
- shade
- shake
- shall
- shampoo
- shape
- share
- shark

- she
- sheep
- shelf
- shell
- shine
- shiny
- ship
- shirt
- shoot
- shop
- shore
- shot
- should
- shout
- show
- shut
- bash
- bush
- cash
- dash
- dish
- fish
- push
- rash
- wash
- wish
- blush
- brush

**words with “ch”**
- chain
- charm
- cheese
- chime
- each
- speech
- pitch

- chair
- chart
- cherry
- chalk
- chance
- chase
- cheat
- check
- checkers
- chin
- branch
- rich
- inch
- bench

- chap
- church
- chest
- chew
- chick
- child
- child
- China
- chip
- chore
- much
- touch
- watch
- match
- match
- march
- beach
- coach
- punch
- bunch

**words with “th”**
- than
- thimble
- thorn
- month
- faith

- thank
- thin
- thing
- third
- thud
- health
- smooth
- bath

- thaw
- think
- thumb
- growth
- smooth
- tooth

- that
- third
- thump
- earth
- cloth

- them
- thirsty
- thunder
- mouth
- fourth

- then
- thirteen
- Thursday
- path
- math

- thick
- thirty
- both
- youth

- thief
- thirsty
- both

- than
- thimble
- thorn

- much
- touch
- beach

- mouth
- path

- thick
- thirty
- both

- youth

- whim
- which

**words with “wh”**
- whale
- whimper

- what
- whine

- wheel
- whisper

- wheat
- whisker

- when
- whistle

- where
- white

- which

- whim

- white

- whiz